Square Timer v3.5.x – Users Guide
The Square Timer program, also called SQT, is a very useful program for the purpose of
time/price squaring. W. D. Gann determined decades ago that there was a mathematical
relationship found between the prices found at tops and bottoms. It has been reported that
he took advantage of this knowledge to make many of his fantastic market forecasts (and
trades).
What is well known today as the Gann Wheel (a.k.a. Square of Nine) allows the chart
analyst/trader to quickly square time and price from any point on the chart. Normally, this
is done off the price from tops and bottoms clearly identified.
Time and price squaring is exactly what it sounds like. For example, if the starting point
is the price low of a bottom, a proper square from this point on your chart would be 1 unit
of time for 1 unit of price. So if you forward into the future 5 units of time, you would
also go out 5 units of price to get the correct time and price squaring of that bottom low.
In the Grains, such as Corn, Soybeans and Wheat for instance, it can be said that one unit
of time is one day and that one unit of price is one cent. How we are able to determine the
correct price unit/time unit ratio is based on 90-degree squaring. Why 90-degrees?
Because a true square is made up of 90-degree angles of equal size.

Assuming our perfect square originates from the bottom left corner, price would be
measured vertically (Y-Axis) and time would be measured horizontally (X-Axis). This is
in complete agreement with how price charts are made.
Suppose then that we move up the Y-Axis (price) to point (A) as seen on the square
above. This would then correspond with a point along the X-Axis (time) of the same
length from our starting point (left bottom corner) to maintain a perfect square.
It should be noted that most price charts are not squared unless you purposely created
them that way. So you cannot simply draw a square on your price chart in order to

determine the time-to-price relationships. You must first determine what the time-to-price
relationship is (1 day to 1 cent or some fraction/multiple thereof). For many this can be a
bit complicated and time consuming. Note that most use computer charts these days on
computer screens that are not square themselves. Such screens display in dimensions
such as 800x600 or 1024x768. As you can see, these are not square dimensions. So when
you think you are seeing a square on the computer screen, you are actually seeing a
rectangle as far as its dimensions are concerned. That ‘square’ on the computer screen
will have more pixels horizontally than it does vertically. A perfect square on your screen
will look like a rectangle due to the non-squared nature of computer displays. Therefore,
when discussing time and price squaring, we are dealing more with mathematical
relationships of price rather than some visual geometric shape for viewing.

Back to the Square Diagram
Note from the square diagram on the previous page that if you keep this 1:1 ratio of time
to price (perfect square) as you move along one axis or the other, that you will eventually
end up at the exact opposite corner of the square itself. And of course each division of the
square you see in this example (i.e. A, B) is the end of its own square at each point of
division. To go from the left-bottom corner to the right-top corner is an exact 45-degree
angle. If this angle were any other degree from corner to corner, you would no longer
have a square but a rectangle.
This 45-degree line will always mark the exact time/price relationship along both axis
lines. It will maintain a 1:1 relationship of time and price as you either move up or down
this 45-degree line.
Suppose that the bottom left corner of this square is a bottom with the low price of 249 in
Corn. If we performed 90-degree squaring on this price we would arrive at about 265.
This would come out to 16 days and 16 cents (or points). You can verify this with your
Gann Wheel, as you will see in the next section.

Gann Wheel of Square of Nine

If you were using the Square of Nine (aka Gann Wheel) such as the one partially shown
above, you would start by locating the starting price on the wheel. Here you see 249
located.
In this example, it is stated that we are starting from a ‘bottom’ in Corn with a price of
249. So what we want to do is to find the price in Corn that is 90-degrees ‘bullish’ from
that low. Simply move clock-wise around the wheel by 90-degrees. As you know, a
wheel or complete circle is 360-degrees. So if you want to find 90-degrees on the Gann
Wheel, simply go around the wheel one-quarter of the way as shown above.
The result of a 90-degree bullish move in Corn from 249 comes out to be 265.
Note, however, that halfway to 90-degrees is 45-degrees. You can see the wheel above is
highlighted every 45-degrees. So if you wanted to know what price a 45-degree bullish
move would be, you can quickly see this to be 257.
The Gann Wheel is excellent for quickly figuring out support and resistance levels based
on 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, 315 and 360-degrees from any price top or bottom. But
there are other support and resistance levels that are not easy to figure out using the Gann
Wheel.

Whenever you are solving for support or resistance using the Gann Wheel, you are
solving for a ‘static’ price level. A ‘static’ price level is one that does not change over
time. For example, we have already determined that a 90-degree bullish move from 249
comes out to 265. No matter when in time we calculate this, 90-degrees up from 249 will
always be 265. It does not change.
However, there is support and resistance levels that you will want to know about that are
not static at all but are in fact ‘dynamic’. Dynamic support and resistance levels change
with time. The reason for this is that these levels are not horizontal but instead are sloping
levels. Below is an example of a price chart where a series of 90-degree squares have
been overlaid.

The static resistance levels are the horizontal lines that represent the top of each of these
squares as marked by 90 and 180. As you move across the chart, you see that those levels
are static, they do not change value.
However, notice that within each square we have placed two sloping lines, each from
corner to corner like a big “X” in a box. It has long been found that price will often react
to these sloping lines as you can see is the case with Soybean prices on the chart above.
Note that as you move from left to right (time), these price levels will change. This is
why they are considered ‘dynamic’ levels. Where static price levels remain constant over
time and easy to watch for when prices near them at any time, you must know the number
of price bars in time from your starting point to the new high in order to determine
resistance when dealing with dynamic levels. In the example above, we can count that
from the bottom low in Soybeans the top high found resistance at the dynamic level 6
price bars later. This can a daily chart, a weekly chart, a monthly chart, it does not matter.

Clearly solving for these dynamic levels is not something you can easily do with a Gann
Wheel. However, it is very easy to do with the Square Timer!
The example above is of a daily chart of Soybeans. On March 15, 2010 Soybeans made a
bottom low at 921.75. 6 days have passed since then and you want to know what the
resistance levels are for today based on the 90-degree square. Today is March 23, 2010
and the high is 976.50.

Start by entering the starting price (in this example it would be the bottom low of
3/15/2010 in Soybeans) into the box marked PRICE (1).
The next thing you need to tell SQT is the distance in TIME from the starting price that
you wish to calculate resistance prices for. There are two ways you can do this. One, and
only if this is a DAILY price chart, you can enter the Start Date (2) and the End Date (3)
and let SQT fill in the Days/Bars box (4) for you. So for ‘daily’ price charts you do not
need to count the bars. However, for all other time frames you cannot use Start Date and
End Date but instead must count the bars. It is very important to remember this.

The next thing you must tell SQT is whether you are solving for RESISTANCE or
SUPPORT. If the price you entered in the PRICE box is a TOP/HIGH, then you are
solving for support as prices are moving down from that top. If the price you entered is a
BOTTOM/LOW price, then you are solving for resistance as prices are moving up from
that bottom. The price we entered for our example here is a bottom/low price so we are
solving for resistance.
When solving for resistance (prices rising), we want to tell SQT that the DIRECTION is
bullish (6).
Now that we have entered the Starting Price and how far we are in time from that starting
price by either entering a Start/End date or the number of bars, and we have indicated the
direction of the move, we must now decide on what DEGREES to calculate for.
As you saw earlier with the Gann Wheel example, you can solve for any increment of
degrees you want, such as 45, 90, 180, etc. The most common is 45 and 90 degrees for
short-term moves (daily), 90 and 180 for weekly. However, you are not bound to these
commonly used square values and can use whichever you find to work well.
In this example, we are using 90-degree squares and so indicate this in the DEGREE box
(6).
This is the minimum information you need to enter into SQT to start calculating your
resistance levels. Simply click on the “Calculate” button to make the calculation.
The results will show up in the box marked “Support/Resistance Results”. From top to
bottom in this list will be each resistance level that is above your Starting Price.
If the price level listed is not followed by “***”, then it is a dynamic value. If the price is
marked with “***”, then it is a static level that never changes over time. Each “***” in
this example represents the top of each 90-degree square as they are stacked one upon the
other from bottom to top.
While the “***” values will not change as they are static and not dependant on the
number of bars in time, the values that are dynamic (are not marked with “***”) will
change if you change the Days/Bars value or the Start/End Dates.
For day 6 from our starting low, we can see that there is dynamic resistance at 977 (7).
With our high of day 6 being 976.50, this high price bar has reached this resistance level.
Do not expect the price to be exact. With each level shown here to be 6 cents or more
apart, the high here is only two ticks (1/2 cent) from the calculated resistance level. So
this is clearly on the money.

As we have just calculated for resistance levels based on 90-degree price squaring, we
can also get some ‘time’ information as well using SQT.

If you want to know how many points in price is the height of the 90-degree square for
this particular example in Soybeans, you can quickly see this in the boxes under “P” for
Price (8). The width of each 90-degree square in this calculation can be found under “T”
for Time (9). So for this example, each 90-degree square represents a bullish price move
of 30.61 points and 31 bars (days for our example since we are doing this for the Daily
time frame). You always find the complete dimensions of any square in degrees you
calculate for listed beside the 90-Degrees (P) and the (T).
The 45-Degrees (P) represent the amount in price for half the square price-wise. The time
(T) is the same for both.
If this calculation is done for DAILY prices, which is the case for our example here, then
we can also use the information indicated in the box found under the Start/End date boxes
(10). Here you can see the date where time is halfway and at the end of the square
calculated. Reversals often occur halfway and at the end of squares, so these dates are
worth keeping an eye on.

Now let’s take a look at the other items available within SQT.

Also in the Solution are you will see a list of boxes under PRICE marked 45, 90, 135,
180, 225 and 270-degrees.
To explain what these values are I will need to give you a bit more insight about the
calculation of degrees.
Mathematically, if you perform time/price squaring calculations for a 45-degree square,
you take a value and get the square-root for which you would add .25 before re-squaring.
You add .5 for 90-degrees, 1 for 180-degrees, etc.
As you can see from our SQT demonstration here listed for 90-degrees (11), it is the
same value you see listed in the Support/Resistance Results for the first 90-degree square
static level (“***”). But as you move down this Results list to the next “***” which
represents the top of the next 90-degree square up in price, it is slightly different than the
180-degree value listed at (11). This divergence gets larger as you continue to each
higher 90-degree square level up.

The reason for this is that calculating for 90-degrees (or any other degree) and them
simply adding the height of each square does not come out exactly as if you simply had
calculated a square equal to the total of all the smaller degree squares.
For instance, calculating for 90-degrees for our example produces a square with the
height of 30.61 points. Logically you may think then that a 180-degree square would be
the same as two 90-degree squares stacked (30.61 + 30.61 = 61.22 points).
However, calculating for a 180-degree square for our example actually produces a square
with a height of 61.72 points. While very close, it is not exact. Therefore, the further
away from the Starting Price you go the larger the discrepancy between the two methods.
If you are calculating for 270-degrees, calculate for 270-degrees and not for 90 times 3
squares. They are not the same.

So the values you see listed at (11) are the actual static price levels for calculating 45, 90,
135, 180, 225 and 270-degrees directly. You will want to keep your eye on these levels
when calculating from major bottoms or tops.

And finally, we come to the bottom of the SQT in the box labeled “Price Location on
Gann Wheel”.
Recall the Gann Wheel example earlier in this guide. The highlighted areas that
represented the 90, 180, 270 and 360 (0) locations on the wheel is called the “Cardinal
Cross”. It is just a big + on the wheel. Within SQT, these values are in the boxes marked
“C/C”.
The highlighted values that are found halfway between each 90-degree Cardinal Cross
value is called the “diagonal cross”. On the SQT, this value is found in the box marked
“M/P” for mid-point, referring to being mid-way from each C/C level to the next.
Because these levels are very important to watch for important support and resistance,
they are provided here at the bottom of the SQT. Using our Soybeans example, we can
see that coming from a price low of 921.75, the next M/P level is 931 and then the next
C/C level is 946. Values are also provided that are halfway between these as well, such as
923.50 and 938.50. Not as important but worth keeping an eye on.
If you want to know what the next C/C or M/P price level is from any value at all, just
enter that value in the Starting Price box and click on Calculate. It is that easy.
Let’s try that now.

Say that price is currently trading at 178 and moving lower. This is a bear trend and you
want to know what the next C/C and M/P support levels are.
On the Gann Wheel, solving for lower prices requires moving around the wheel counterclockwise. We would start at 178 on the Wheel and note the next C/C value immediately
as 176.

As you continue to move counter-clockwise around the wheel, you note you have to skip
down a cycle to get the correct value. Clearly moving down from 176 would not end up
at 225, but instead, 169 being the next M/P value. Continue to the cardinal cross and you
find the C/C value to be 163.
Now watch how easy this is with SQT.

We enter our Starting price (13) of 178.
Next we enter the Direction as “Bear” for downward values.
Be sure that there is a value in Degrees, although it will not be part of the calculation. It
does not matter what degree you enter. Just do not leave it empty.
Next, click on the Calculate button and you will get the C/C and M/P values. As you can
see, SQT correctly calculated the Cardinal Cross and other main SQ9 values around 178
(example on next page.)

Compare the above calculations with what you would find on the Gann Wheel (Square of
Nine or SQ9) show below.

Advantages of the Square Timer Program over Gann Wheel
By now the advantages should be quite obvious. But we will go over them anyway. The
Gann Wheel requires you to manually calculate by way of ‘spot and count’ to get your
needed resistance values. For example, if we are looking at a top at the price of 221 in
Corn and prices are declining, we would then have to locate 221 on the Wheel and then
count backwards (usually counter-clockwise although some wheels may go the other
way) to find the 45 and 90-degree price levels. Noting that 221 is 3 from the Cardinal
number of 218, we would go back to the Corner price of 211 and add 3 (214) for our 45degree value, and then 3 from the prior Cardinal of 204 (207) for our 90-degree value.
Now you will want to get the internal resistance values within those squares as well.
Have fun! Or you can simply type 221 in the SQT program, set it for Bear (means prices
are moving down and you want to calculate for support levels), and set the degree to 45,
90 or whatever you are calculating for.
The SQT program will display all your price levels for the settings you have provided
automatically and quickly. You can even print them out for your trading reference.
You can tell the SQT program how many days out into the future you want to calculate
for so that you can have this information in advance or simply calculate for each day to
note what resistance/support is for the day.
The SQT program also provides you with the neighboring Cardinal and Corner values as
found on the SQ9 or Gann Wheel for the value you have entered, as already
demonstrated.
Let’s look at some more examples of using the SQT program on price bottoms and tops.

On the right side of the example above you can see a price chart. Please note that the
SQT program does not display charts. It is included here to demonstrate graphically.
Notice on the daily chart of Wheat provided that on 5/13/05 I have a price value of
312.50. And since this is a BOTTOM price, my interest is in upward resistance prices as
price rises. Therefore, I set the DIRECTION of the SQT program to BULL.
Notice that I am calculating for 45-degree squares. Recall that I prefer to start with 45degrees when working with the daily time frame. In the PRICE box I entered 312.50, as
that is the bottom price from where I am calculating. The START DATE box I enter the
date of the bottom low associated with my PRICE.
Now I can enter any future END DATE that I choose to calculate levels for. So for my
day-to-day use, I may enter the date of the current day (or tomorrow’s date if preparing
the night before) and then watch the market to see if price stops at one of the levels and
reverses. Do not expect EXACT matches of the daily price tops and bottoms to these
calculated levels. A small offset is to be expected at times although I have often seen
exact hits.
If you look at the daily price chart provided, I have graphically applied 45-degree squares
from the 5/13 bottom upward. You can even see the internal resistance angles of each
square, which is really nice. The charting program used for this is called Previsions
Charting. It includes this SQT program in a graphical way, such as you see shown above
next to SQT. This is another software product from ProfitMax Trading Inc.

At some point price finds resistance and forms a top. We can see this happened on
5/31/05. With 5/31/05 in the END DATE box, you can see that our top price of 351 was
at the 351-price level calculated by SQT.
In the Support/Resistance Levels box of SQT you will notice that some prices are
followed by ***. This value will never change for the current degree setting no matter
how many days out in the future you calculate for using the current price. This is because
those *** prices represent the horizontal tops and bottoms of the squares themselves. The
price levels listed between the *** levels are your INTERNAL levels within the squares
that change each day as they are ascending/descending angles. These INTERNAL levels
are where this program really shines over trying to calculate them using the SQ9 or
Wheel.
The SQT program is also providing us with additional information you may find useful.
You immediately can see the 45, 90, 135, 180, 225 and 270-degree price levels in the
SOLUTION display area.
In addition, you are provided the actual height in PRICE of a single 45 or 90-degree
square. This is found under the (P). Under (T) for TIME is the time width of the squares
for the values you entered. For Wheat from its 5/13 low the time width of the squares are
18 days.
Recall that earlier I stated that a change in trend was highly probable at the end of each
square. Therefore, about 18 days from 5/13 (approximately) you would be on the lookout
for a possible trend change or at least a minor correction. The second most probable
location in time is ½ the width of the square, about 9 days from our 5/13 low. The third
probable would be ¼ of the width of the square for minor swings. Dividing further would
not be much use.
The SQT program immediately provides you with the mid-square and end-square dates
based on the STARTING DATE you entered (Daily time-frame only). You can note this
just below where you entered your starting values. In our example, it was 5/26 and then
6/8. In reality, the top in wheat occurred two trading days later of 5/26 and although a
bottom formed on 6/9, a single price bar did go lower for one day on 6/14 before shooting
to the top. While this program can be useful for TIME in a small degree, it is most useful
for PRICE in a big degree. If you wish to time your market tops and bottoms with a very
high degree of accuracy, it is suggested you look into using FDates (available to all
members of the FDate Precision Trading membership –
http://www.amazingaccuracy.com). Using FDates along with SQT is extremely
powerful!

User Defined
We have yet to address the User Defined boxes you see on the SQT interface. Here you
can enter any degree value you like to get their results separate of the degree value you
have set for the whole program at the very top (in the Degree box). For most of us the
User Defined boxes are rarely if ever used. But they are there if you find a need. So while
you are calculating for each 90-degree level in the bullish direction, for example, you can
also note levels you define by using these UD boxes.

The example above shows that we are using a Starting Price of 563.25 in a market where
prices are moving up. So this starting price represents a bottom low that you are
calculating from. We have the program set to 10 Days/Bars as today is the 10th bar being
formed since that bottom low price was made. We have the program set to BULL and the
DEGREE to 90 (17).
We also decide that we want to see what the price level is for 22.5 degrees and 56.3
degrees from our bottom price, so we enter those in the User Defined boxes (19).

When we click on Calculate, we get our usual square results in the RESULTS list (18)
and also the result for our User Defined degrees (20). If you are curious why I chose 22.5
and 56.3, it is because 22.5 are half of 45-degrees and 56.3 is 1/10th of our starting price.
You will find it interesting that using the Starting Price as a degree value often returns
really useful support/resistance values where price may stop for the day (or even reverse
to form a top or bottom). If you find the Starting Price as a degree yields levels too far
apart, such as using 563.25, move the decimal point as I have demonstrated here to the
left and recalculated. Experiment with this and soon you’ll see what I’ve long discovered
that this technique is really valuable. Let me demonstrate using my charting program
called Previsions Charting.

As you can see on the example chart above, we started from a bottom low of 1062.10 in
the SP500 market and calculated using the degree value of 10.62. Notice that this degree
value is the same as our Starting price with the decimal point moved to the left two
positions. I first started with the whole value but the levels were too far apart. So I moved
the decimal one to the left and still too large a spread. However, two worked out
wonderfully! Here is how you solve this with SQT shown on the next page.

Above you can see that we enter the full price of 1062.10 of the bottom low and that we
wish to calculate resistance for the second day following that bottom (enter 2 in
Days/Bars).
Next, we enter 10.62 degrees into the Degree box and Calculate.
In the Results list, we can see all the resistance levels above our Starting price. Note the
value highlighted in the example as 1096.47. The actual high hit 1096.90!
This example, however, is considered more of a short-term calculation. When you have
levels that are relatively close to each other as you see here, you usually are solving for
minor levels. For major levels you need to use degree values that spread the levels a bit
more. In our example above, the levels are about 8 handles between some of the values
and get closer as the slope (dynamic) levels moves near the middle or end of each square.

Take a look at this long-term example above. This is a weekly chart of SUGAR. 90degree squaring is being calculated for this market starting from the low made on week
ending October 24, 2008. As you watch this trend move up, you can see that a top was
made just two weeks from the bottom that caused prices to drop all the way back down
again where support was found. Later you see support just before a major bullish run
(first arrow). You see this trend top out at resistance (second arrow). You see this
sideways bearish move bottom out (third arrow), and then finally top out at resistance
(forth arrow) which was made on February 5th, 2010. Notice the bearish trend from that
top where the first corrective bottom and top find resistance, and then the current bottom
you see marked by the last arrow on this chart that represents currently week ending
March 26, 2010.

Using SQT, you simply enter the very bottom low of week October 24, 2008 and then the
number of bars from that low. So each week, do a new calculation or do them all in
advance and keep a list. Watch each week to note if price stops at your levels. Simple!
TIP: Be aware that the larger the time-frame you are calculating for the more leeway you
need to give your price at levels. While price can be a couple ticks or so off from the
level and still be considered an exact hit, doing this on a weekly or monthly chart is still
valid by a few extra ticks. Keep in mind that on larger time frames a single price bar
represents anywhere from 5 days of trading (weekly) to 20 or more (monthly/yearly).
Never demand exact hits or you will get very few to work with.

SQT Menu Options

Currently there is only one menu for SQT and that is the File menu item. Under this
menu item you will find sub-menu options such as Save Data to File. If you wish to save
your current data values, you can do so from here. Control-S will also bring up the Save
box to save these values onto your hard drive.
To reload your saved data you will use the Load Data from File selection. When the file
box opens, select the file you previously saved to reload its values.
To quickly clear out the values on the SQT display, select Clear SQT Contents.
Once you have calculated your price levels you can then Print them out using the Print
sub-menu option.
For those of us that like to look at our price chart at the same time as having the SQT
program remain on top (rather than disappearing behind the chart), simply check the Stay
On Top sub-menu or press Control-T.
Of course, Exit means close the program.

Final Points
It has been discovered that the best results come from using starting price values that are
3-digits left of the decimal. The SQT program automatically adjusts your Starting price to
be 3-digits left of the decimal before performing calculations.
If you wish to override this, you can do so by clicking on the checkbox marked “Price
Format Override”. There you can set it to 0 to 5. Setting to 3 would change nothing as it
already does that.
Cocoa and some other markets may have prices such as 1022 that is 4 digits left of the
decimal that you may wish to have them calculated without modification. So you can do
so with the override.
Thank you for purchasing my Square Timer program. I am sure that you will find it
extremely useful with a little practice.
The Square Timer program makes quick work of what the Gann Wheel was designed to
do. As Gann had discovered decades ago, price does appear to react to these levels
indicating that the major component of market behavior is not of randomness, making it
highly predictable as Gann has historically demonstrated. But there is a small component
of randomness that we all must deal with. With experience you can learn to minimize the
negative effects of this small component and take full advantage of the predictive nature
of market action. The Square Timer is one such tool to help you towards that goal.
May you have success in your analysis!
Rick J. Ratchford
ProfitMax Trading Inc.
http://www.amazingaccuracy.com
Disclaimer: It is a legal requirement that you be informed that past results does not
guarantee future results. The Square Timer program is a tool to assist you in your market
timing. There is substantial risk in trading and that no tool can guarantee you success or
protection from failure. Your use of the Square Timer or any other tool from ProfitMax
Trading Inc. is at your own risk.

New in Version 3.5!
Version 3.5 has a new tool. Under the “Tools” menu, locate and click on “Time Count
Calculator”.
You will see a new window that looks like this:

This new tools allows you to enter up to 10 dates in the left most column shown in gray
above. You will want to look on your price chart and locate the significant market tops
and bottoms to use for this tool. Type the dates for those significant previous tops and
bottoms and click on the Calculate button.

This calculator will then generate dates based on time counts. These time counts are
based on divisions of 360 degrees (a full circle).
There is also a Count Interval setting at the bottom of this calculator. This allows you to
generate dates based on treating the 365 days of the year as 360 degrees.
While prices should be watched closely during these periods marked by these dates, pay
extra attention to those dates that show up in more than one row. This new calculator
gives the SQT program an additional TIME element to go along with the PRICE element
it is already strong at doing.

THIS ENDS THE UPDATED INFORMATION FOR v3.5. THE REST OF THIS
DOCUMENT IS THE ORIGINAL MATERIAL FOR THE EARLIER VERSION.

Additional Examples
The following are addition examples that you can study to see how effective the SQT
program is in producing valid support and resistance price levels.

The above example is the SP500. There was a bottom on 2/23/05 and eventually topped
on 3/7/05, 8 days later. This top formed .80 points of the internal resistance level in the
results box. Notice that 22.5 degrees produced the best fit at this time for a price in the
low 100’s (due to adjusting the decimal point over).

The above (previous page) example is of the Australian Dollar. Here we found the 90degree squares to be effective on current price action. The SQT support level for 7/7/05
was 77.33 and the actual was 77.36, just .03 ticks. Note the trend change was mid-square
and that resistance temporarily affected price at the other two ¼ square locations.

The above example is the same market as the previous example. Here I am showing how
we calculated the resistance of the top that was used in the previous example of
Australian Dollar.

This time the price of 6/1/05 was that which responded to the 45-degree squaring. Notice
that it found the top price that is MID-SQUARE exactly. The SQT resistance was listed
as 77.66 and the actual top was 77.67, just one tick.

The above is a recent example from the Cotton market. It is early to tell if this is a fullfledge trend change or just a correction for now. Notice that the turn found support just
one-bar of MID-SQUARE using 45-degree squaring off the top.
I can fill these pages with hundreds of examples. But I think you get the point.

NEW FOR VERSION 3.5.3
(added 5/7/2010)

The 360 Degree List

If you are familiar with the Gann Wheel (aka Square of Nine), you know that the values
found along the same axis are good to know for important support and resistance levels to
watch.
Take for example the Square of Nine shown on the next page. Suppose that you wanted
to know each 360-degree level up from the value 21. Using the Square of Nine, you
would simply read each value off each square along the same axis.
Below is how you would calculate these values quickly and easily.

Here I am calculating all the 360-degree levels from the starting value of 15.

Keep in mind that the angle of the axis where these values are found on the Wheel is
based on the angle starting from the very center of the Wheel outward. So for the value
15, the angle is straight up from the center (1) and those are the values you read off as
360-degree squares starting from 15.
The Intervals is simply the number of 360-degree results you wish to have returned. In
the example above, 12 results are provided due to the Interval setting being 12. You can
set this from 6 to 100.
☺

